ply stability will be aided by the fact that for many of the producers oil and gas revenues are their only source of foreign exchange. This they would continue to earn because the demand for petroleum and petroleum products remains.
O'Brien, for example, showed that the Pacific rim countries now consumed some 13million bid and the demand could he expected to grow hy 5% por your to 1990with the greatest requirement for transport fuels. Such predictions reflect those of the United states refiners: Turner presented information on the demand for higher octane transport fuels which indicates that US refining capacity is likely to be fully extended by 1990. Grove has rounded off this appraisal of the North America scene by an article on the financing of the oil and gas industry. The characteristics ofworthy energy company borrowers are little different than those applying to our personal household finances: good management, integrity and income! The challenges facing individual OPEC producers such as Kuwait were given by Hussain. His country has coped best with competitive world trade by forming the Kuwait Petroleum Company that operates as an integrated business that has also acquired satellite companies in consuming countries. Nigeria, by contrast, faces other problems because it docs not have abundant reserves. Adams explained Nigeria's concerns with maintaining its share of world production. It will need both foreign capital and foreign-technology if further oil potential is to be developed. Malaysia has a different energy scenario. Hashim described that their challenge was to manage the consumption of indigenous gas resources and to develop their hydropower potential. The short fall in energy requirements would be taken up by imported coal for which there are many sources ofsupply. Chile has now joined the ranks of coal exporting nations with the world's most southerly mine, Pecket, on the Straits of Magellan. (If oil salesmen have a tough life, that of coal merchants is doubly difficult!).
It was shown that economic revival in the Soviet Union would affect the petroleum industry as that country competed more fiercely for world markets. Odell predicted that the same would happen in Europe from sales of Soviet natural gas. Fortunately the potential demand is high. Indeed, gas use is likely to increase considerably because North Sea supplies are large and the logistics and economics of making supplies available easily handled. The European consumer can look forward to attractive prices from competition in the market place. Cameron had an equally optimistic perspective of Canadian gas markets. In Canada gas can compete effectively with other fuels and there are prospects of increased sales to the States.
In the US itself, the Regulatory Commission, as explained by Court, has enacted legislation to solve problems in the control, transportation and sale of gas. The paper by Englin and Klan, though not part of the Calgary meeting. has been added because it provides important insights into the decision making process ofindustry in committing itself to off-shore areas for oil and gas exploration offered by the US Dept of the Interior. The environmental costs associated with drilling and development are taken seriously. Econometric results indicate that, for average tracts, the trade-off between the risk and expected hydrocarbon value is considerable. D. Abbott.
